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Musical Intelligence In The
World: Negotiating The
Social World Of Music
By Paul Woodford
Faculty of Music
University of Western Ontario

T

he concept of musical intelligence is
usually equated with the development,
application, and measurement of musical skills and abilities or cognitive processes
needed to represent and manipulate musical
sounds internally (e.g., Sloboda, 1985;
Dowling & Harwood, 1986) or, in more general terms, to solve musical problems (e.g.,
Bamberger, 1991).1 Research into the
sociologies of musical belief and knowledge,
however, suggests that such conceptions of
musical intelligence are inadequate for the
reason that they ignore the social contexts in
which musical thought and action take place
(and are judged). Accordingly, they fail to
take into account and to explain the myriad
social forces that work (some would even say
conspire) to ground and shape our musical
thinking. Most damning of all, they depict the
musically intelligent person as one who can
perform isolated feats of musical pyrotechnics
or who can solve abstract musical problems
rather than as someone who can successfully
negotiate the social world of music.
As it is conceived in this paper, musical
intelligence - at least the kind that really
matters - is less about musical skills and
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abilities or cognitive processes per se as it is
about exercising freedom of musical choice
and association and, thereby, constructing
the musical self (i.e., one's musical individuality). Musical intelligence is thus eminently
practical, not just in the narrow sense of the
expertise or skill required to manipulate musical imagery internally or to perform music
well (Elliott, 1995), but in the much more important sense of exerting some degree of
conscious and purposeful control over one's
own musical thinking and learning - of
thinking musically for oneself! From this
Deweyan perspective musical thinking is social in nature. It is also implicitly political in
so much as it is framed within the context of
a multilogical exchange among competing
musical groups, all of which espouse and
proselytize their own musical beliefs, ideas,
practices and political agendas. In large part,
musical intelligence is the means whereby
one negotiates those musical groups and
their beliefs and practices with a view to deciding where one stands in relation to them.
Exercising one's musical intelligence, however, is easier said than done. This is because musical groups tend to be normative in
nature. They exert social pressure upon their
membership (but also upon other people
with whom they come into contact) to conform to collective norms of musical thought
and action. As is explained in this paper, if
children are to exercise their musical intelligence and, thereby, participate as fullfledged and productive members of a demo-
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Fundamental to the sociological conception of musical intelligence being developed here is the understanding that what
distinguishes individuals and groups of people from one
another musically is not so much their ascriptive characteristics ... or degrees of knowledge and expertise but, rather, their
beliefs.
cratic musical society, they will have to learn
to resist social pressure from friends and associates to conform to their musical beliefs,
practices and ways of thinking." They will
also need to begin taking more responsibility
for inventing, developing, and defending
publicly their own musical ideas. What this
really means is that they will need to begin
challenging conventional musical thought
and wisdom and, concomitantly, the established socio-musical order. Put yet another
way, they will need to begin thinking more
like musical leaders, or what I call "expert
musical thinkers." In the following pages, I
attempt to define what is meant by expert
musical thinking before considering some
important implications for music education.
Before delving into the qualities and characteristics of expert musical thinkers (i.e., musically intelligent thinkers), however, it will
help to consider something of the social
foundations of musical thought and action.

A

Sociology of Musical Belief

Fundamental to the sociological conception
of musical intelligence being developed here
is the understanding that what distinguishes
individuals and groups of people from one
another musically is not so much their
ascriptive characteristics (e.g., age, sex, race)
or degrees of knowledge and expertise but,
rather, their beliefs." Musical beliefs, becaus.~ they determine what counts as musical
knowledge (i.e., what is important or valuable musically) to the individual, group, and
society, function as guides to musical thought
and action.f They do this by prioritizing features of a given musical composition, event,
or situation for subsequent attention, by determining how musical knowledge acquired
through the senses or in the imagination is
categorized for storage in memory," and by
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providing a social frame of reference and
seus) of standards for making judgments as
to musical taste, preference, and individuality
(i.e., originality). In effect, a musical belief
system establishes the rules of engagement
within a musical group and culture (i.e.,
what is expected or considered to be within
the bounds of normal musical thought and
behavior). In order to participate intelligently in a musical community and culture,
one must have access to its beliefs."
The trouble is, groups of people tend to be
sociocentric, orthodox, and self-righteous in
their musical beliefs.' One reason why
people tend to be sociocentric in their musical thinking is that many of their beliefs, because they have been acquired through frequent observation of cultural practices, are so
ingrained in their lifestyles and thinking as to
be automatic or habitual. Not only are
people often unaware, or unconscious, of
many of the beliefs they hold, but they tend
to put them into practice without actually
thinking about them and their implications.
In other words, much of what people believe, think, and do is habitual. The problem
with this unthinking and habitual commitment to cultural beliefs and ways of thinking
is that it makes it more difficult to approach,
understand, and empathize with beliefs and
practices other than our own. Unaware that at
least some of our beliefs are actually prejudices, we blithely apply them to practice without due regard for cultural, gender, and other
differences and inequities." In consequence,
we either misinterpret the musical intentions of
others (e.g., "they have the same musical beliefs and values as we do but just aren't as
good at putting them into practice") or, as is
more often the case, avoid their music altogether. Either way, all sorts of opportunities
for personal and musical growth are missed.?
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In addition to being sociocentric, musical
groups are often orthodox - even dogmatic
- in their musical thinking. Because musical belief systems are complex social constructions representing some form and degree of consensus among large numbers of
people, they have an inertial quality about
them. They are slow to change and evolve
for the reason that it takes time for individual
members to communicate with one another
and to share and consider alternative viewpoints. They also exert a kind of gravitational pull or social pressure (e.g., peer pressure) on individual members of groups to
conform to collective norms of thought and
action. In consequence, much of what we
believe, think, and do musically is governed
by the people with whom we associate. Put
yet another way, much of what we believe,
think, and do musically is governed by conventional musical wisdom. No doubt the
aforementioned reliance on tacit and habitual
musical beliefs and practices has something
to do with this as does the fact that belief
systems play an important role in establishing
the categories of musical thought. As will
become clear later on, these observations
have profound implications for the teaching
of musical creativity and, by extension, the
development of musical individuality.
The need to maintain and validate personal
and social beliefs also helps explain this social pressure. If a belief system is to be sustained over time, the people holding those
beliefs will need to periodically validate
thern.lv One of the best ways to maintain
and validate one's beliefs (at least in one's
own mind) and to strengthen one's commitment to them is to participate in the socialization of new members or in the continued induction of members into the social structure of
the group. The act of proselytizing one's beliefs in hopes of "winning" converts works as a
kind of a self-fulfilling prophecy. The more
one successfully convinces others of the validity of certain beliefs and practices, the more
deeply one commits to thern.U Given this understanding, it is no wonder that people are
inclined to be self-righteous and to impose
their views on others. The act of proselytizing
their beliefs and practices works to remove
any doubts they have in their own minds.
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While beliefs, musical and otherwise, are
often arrived at by means of social consensus, it is important to understand that group
leaders play an important, if not crucial, role
in shaping the beliefs of the group. Indeed,
research suggests that groups of people may
owe their musical beliefs more to the qualities of their musical leaders than to any collectively and democratically formed wish on
the part of the membership.lThat is, in
many cases it is the leaders of musical
groups who do most of the socially and musically significant (i.e., creative and political)
thinking and, thereby, playa major role in
shaping the musical beliefs, thoughts, and
actions of the collective. One reason why
groups rely on their leaders to interpret problems and to make decisions for them is that
individual members are seldom knowledgeable of the entire scope of the belief systems
to which they subscribe. Most people have
neither the inclination nor the time to immerse themselves in the intricacies of a belief
system. Rather, they tend to adopt several or
more substantive beliefs as guides to thought
and action and infer the rest: hence the need
for experts and group leaders - people who
are intimately familiar with the complexities
and subtleties of the belief systems in question, who can explain and interpret core beliefs to the membership at large, and who
can put them into practice, thereby also setting the standards for thought and action
within the community.Jf Of course, because
they have more knowledge and social power
within the group, leaders also have proportionately greater responsibility for preserving
and propagating the beliefs of the group.
But while group leaders play an important
and even necessary role in shaping the beliefs of their followers, there is always the
danger of indoctrination. As is explained
shortly, unless individuals learn to think for
themselves and to challenge their leaders (as
well as their followers), they will not be in a
position to exert control over their own musical thinking and learning. Indoctrination
most often occurs when leaders are strongwilled and charismatic individuals who view
themselves as selfstyled prophets. However,
leaders are not always completely to blame
when indoctrination takes place. For reasons
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... musical leadership ability is not something that people are
born w-ithor that is handed ready-made to them but, rather,
something that they must cultivate on their ow-no

unknown, people tend to imbue their leaders, particularly strong ones, with almost religious qualities. It may be that indoctrination
is an occupational hazard of espousing and
proselytizing strong views. If members of
groups are to learn to think musically for
themselves they will have to stop putting
their leaders on pedestals. They will also
have to begin taking greater responsibility for
developing and defending publicly their own
musical beliefs and ideas. In other words,
they will need to begin thinking more like
leaders! As is explained next, the social process of becoming a leader sets one apart to
some extent from the groups to which one
already belongs while simultaneously providing access to other leaders holding similar
beliefs about the nature of knowledge.
Leaders, it seems, constitute a group (or
groups) of their own.

Defining Expert Musical Thinking
As conceived herein, musical leadership
ability is not something that people are born
with or that is handed ready-made to them
but, rather, something that they must cultivate on their own. Indeed, there is evidence
to suggest that what distinguishes musical
leaders from others is not so much increased
access to knowledge and social status within
the group or expertise (though it is that, too)
as it is the disposition to stand out from the
crowd in musical thought and action. Musical leaders - at least the ones with which
we are concerned here - are determined to
be innovative and creative in thought and
deed and, thereby, to develop their individuality as musicians. It is this disposition to be
responsible for their own thoughts and actions, to be creative and individualistic, but
also to stand up for what they believe that
makes it possible for would-be leaders in
music to acquire increased knowledge and
social status within the group.
Howard Gardner helps explain this con-
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nection between creativity, individuality, and
leadership. In his book Creating Minds: An
Anatomy of Creativity (993) the truly creative person is characterized as one who not
only wishes to be different from others but
actively seeks out some degree of asynchronicity with them in thought and action. Creative people experience some kind of peak
or flow experience from challenging conventional wisdom and the established order.H
As Gardner explains,
By definition, most individuals are not marginal within their community; hence, to the
extent that there is a larger proportion of
marginal individuals within the ranks of the
creative, one has evidence that asynchronies
may actually be associated with creative output in a statistically verifiable way. But it
seems equally true that creative individuals,
once they have felt the pain and pleasure of
asynchrony, often continue to seek
asynchrony, even as other individuals 'escape
from freedom' and rush to the comfort of majority status.J'i
The development of creativity (and hence
also individuality) depends as much on some
sort of conscious decision to "live life on the
edge," to "push the envelope," or to challenge
conventional thought and wisdom as it does
on the possession of expertise in a particular
domain. What is more, Gardner observes that
truly creative people - those who make the
most remarkable breakthroughs in their fields
- are seldom prodigies.
Based on this knowledge, it seems reasonable to propose that the development of creativity (and as will be shown leadership) depends as much on the possession of a disposition to stand out from the crowd as it does
on any kind of genetic inheritance or an
abundance of skill. If this is true, then by
implication music teachers ought to discuss
with, and demonstrate to, students what it
means to be an individual in musical thought
and deed.lv Unless teachers inculcate in students a disposition to be thoughtful and to
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distinguish themselves from their peers by
developing, justifying, and sharing with others their own musical beliefs, ideas, and
practices, it is doubtful that they will be creative to any significant extentll?
While the connection has already been
made between individuality and creativity,
what remains to be shown is how they relate
to leadership. Once again, Howard Gardner
comes to our assistance. In his most recent
book, Leading Minds: An Anatomy of Leadership(1995), Gardner observes that, among
other things, what sets would-be leaders
apart from other members of groups is a willingness to confront and challenge incumbent
leaders and authority figures. IS There are
two parallel social processes involved in the
development of future leaders. Would-be
leaders define themselves in relation to their
peers while simultaneously modelling themselves and their thinking and behavior after
the leaders they have known or studied, sometimes from afar. Given a sufficiently strong
sense of self, novice leaders begin to think and
act more like authority figures. Not only do
they begin to take responsibility for coming up
with their own ideas, stories, or messages, but
they begin to assert themselves by contributing
to some sort of public, and possibly highly politicized, forum. Very often, this requires that
they challenge established practices and, concomitantly, the established social order. Of
course, there is much more to becoming a
leader in music or in any other domain than
simply standing up for what one believes.
David Elliott's philosophy of performancebased music education provides insight into
the nature of musical leadership. As Elliott
conceives it, music education through performance is a social process whereby students
are inducted into the ways of thinking (i.e.,
decision-making processes) and behaving of
expert musical practitioners. In effect, they
are inducted into communities, or groups, of
expert music performers. Superior, or expert, musicians are distinguished by knowledge of musical standards and practices
coupled with certain critical abilities.I?
These qualities make it possible for them to
generate and develop their own musical
ideas (i.e., musical interpretations) in light of
past and present musical practice.
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Consistent with the work of other philosophers and theorists already reviewed herein,
Elliott views music performance as a constructive activity whereby the individual pursues self-knowledge (Le., constructs the musical self). Where I think Elliott errs, however, is in overemphasizing music performance at the expense of other forms of musical thought and action involved in listening,
composing, and philosophizing. According to
him, in order to think musically one must
know how to perform it. Intelligent music
listening, too, "depends on learning how to
make music well. "20 However, Elliott does not
convincingly explain (at least to me) why performance is necessarily more constructive and
intelligent than listening and other forms of
musical involvement. While I agree that students require first-hand knowledge of expert
musical practice if they are to develop the capacity to think musically, less clear is why they
need to perform in order to do this.21
My own work for the past several years
has been dedicated to developing a conception of the "expert musical thinker." As the
reader will have already guessed, expert musical thinkers (e.g., performers, composers,
listeners, critics, or musicologists, etc.) are
disposed to think for themselves, or to be
creative in musical thought and deed, to
think more like musical leaders, and,
thereby, to develop their musical individuality (although this should not be interpreted
to mean that they always place their own
musical and other interests before those of
the group). Perhaps the most important
things that distinguish expert musical thinkers from others are the dispositions to expand their acquaintance with, but also their
understanding and appreciation of, the musical world; to think rationally (or to make explicit, critically examine, and reconcile their
musical beliefs with experience); and, to the
extent that it is possible, exert some degree
of personal and conscious control over their
own musical thinking and learning so that
they can resist social pressure from friends
and associates to slavishly conform to their
ways of thinking musically.
Aware of the social forces that shape their
own musical thinking and behavior, yet curious to know more about music, expert musi-
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Expert rnustcal thinkers ... feel rriorally and intellectually e.mpowered to think for themselves or to decide their own rriustcal
beliefs and values and, when necessary, to challenge conventional thought and wisdom.

cal thinkers explore the world of musical beliefs and practices and associated groups for
the immediate purpose of deciding which
ones to adopt as their own. To the extent
that it is possible, they wish to decide their
own musical tastes, preferences, and enthusiasms and, concomitantly, the musical groups
with which they wish to associate (e.g., jazz,
rock, folk, concert artists, or aficionados associated with them).
Implicit in expert musical thinking, then, is
some sort of conscious weighing of musical
groups and their beliefs, practices, and standards with respect to their value to the self
but also the dispositions to continue learning
about those musical belief systems, practices,
and groups that exist; to be more inclusive or
to attempt to draw people of diverse musical
backgrounds, interests, and beliefs into one's
sphere of influence; to effect changes in their
thinking (i.e., to contribute to the growth of
the society and culture); and, generally, to
achieve some social and musical unity of experience. However, expert musical thinkers
(at least as defined herein) do not merely impose their views on other people. Rather,
they engage with them in musical and other
forms of discourse (e.g., verbal) in hopes of
arriving at some level of mutual understanding and respect. Recognizing that there is
value inherent in all musical belief systems
and groups, and wishing to learn more about
them, they try to remain openminded and
flexible in their musical thinking. Implied
here is an attitude of reciprocity. While contributing to communal understandings of
music, they remain receptive to what others
have to say and do musically. Ultimately,
their aim is to explore, understand, and reconcile the diversity of musical beliefs, prac. tices, and groups that exists. In so doing,
they hope to expand their conception of
what is music.
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Importantly, because expert musical thinkers
are skeptics and disposed to subject self-consciously their musical beliefs to intellectual
scrutiny, they are able to identify and thereby
exert some level of control over those of their
beliefs, practices, and ways of thinking that
may be prejudicial to other people and cultures and that may prevent them from approaching and making sense of their music.21
These same qualities, coupled with a disposition to distinguish themselves from others,
make it possible for expert musical thinkers to
distance themselves to some extent from the
beliefs and practices of the people with whom
they associate. Consistent with Howard
Gardner's findings with respect to creative individuals, expert musical thinkers seek out
some degree of asynchrony in musical belief,
thought and action with the groups of musicians, interested amateurs, or musical enthusiasts with which they choose to associate.
Herein, it is suggested, lies a key to musical creativity, individuality, and leadership.
Expert musical thinkers, unlike many other
people, feel morally and intellectually empowered to think for themselves or to decide
their own musical beliefs and values and,
when necessary, to challenge conventional
thought and wisdom. Of course, the act of
challenging conventional musical thought
and wisdom is tantamount to challenging the
established social and musical order. Somewhat skeptical of what their friends and associates (including teachers) tell them, they feel
personally responsible for developing, warranting, and defending publicly their own
musical beliefs, practices, and ideas. In other
words, they think and act as musical leaders!
In keeping with Gardner's observations
with respect to the development of would-be
leaders, there may be two (and possibly
more) parallel social processes involved in
becoming an expert musical thinker. Would-
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be expert musical thinkers align themselves
with certain of their peers while simultaneously modelling themselves after established musical and other leaders. That is,
having gained access to a musical group and
its beliefs, they aspire to a leadership role
and begin to modify their beliefs and behavior accordingly. Inevitably, as these acolytes
gain experience, knowledge, and confidence,
they begin to challenge those in authority in
a bid to affirm their own ascendancy.
As the reader may have already guessed,
expert musical thinkers are simultaneously
members of a number of different groups. In
the first place, they are members of groups
of musicians or interested amateurs associated with the multitude of musical styles,
genres, and cultures available. At the same
time, because they seek out and associate
with other expert musical thinkers, they are
also members of the community of musical
leaders. However, expert musical thinkers
also share a lot in common with leaders in
other domains. In fact, all of the characteristics of expert musical thinkers identified in this
article can be applied equally well to leaders
and thinkers in virtually any domain of experience (witness Howard Gardner's study of leaders in the domains of politics, anthropology,
physics, the business world, religion, the military, and education). Thus, expert musical
thinkers are also a part of a wider community
of people that is committed to some form or
other of intellectual endeavor.
Previously, it was stated that what distinguishes groups of people from one another
is not so much their ascriptive characteristics
or collective thoughts and actions but their
beliefs. Indeed, as should be evident by
now, there are qualitative differences not
only in how group members and their leaders think but also in what they believe. Ordinary members of groups, because they are
less knowledgeable of the subtleties and
complexities of the belief systems to which
they subscribe, are usually less sophisticated
in their beliefs yet, paradoxically enough,
more unequivocally certain of them. They
also tend to be less flexible in their thinking.
Expert thinkers, on the other hand, are not
only more sophisticated, knowledgeable, and
consistent in their beliefs but, when chal-
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lenged, are more likely to be flexible in their
thinking and to wish to consider and reconcile opposing points of view. If, as was previously stated, the musical world is politically
charged, then expert musical thinkers are
also experts at musical diplomacy. 23
As case in point, Frank Zappa is known to
many people as an idiosyncratic and eccentric rock musician. Less well known is the
fact that he was able to successfully negotiate
with musicians of diverse interests and backgrounds in order to accomplish his own
compositional agenda. Influenced by the
likes of Edgard Varese, Igor Stravinsky,
Anton Webem, and Spike Jones, not to mention numerous rock musicians and composers, Zappa composed highly creative and innovative works of rock, contemporary symphonic, chamber, and electronic music.
Zappa was an expert musical thinker in so
much as he was committed to stretching himself musically (and probably in many other
ways, too), to reconciling musically disparate
belief systems and groups (e.g., rock, classical, and avant garde musicians), and,
thereby, to challenging the established musical order. He was also capable of standing
up for what he believed. For example, in
1985 Zappa spoke eloquently on behalf of
rock musicians at a series of hearings on pornography in rock music held by the United
States Senate Commerce Committee. Responding to demands by Christian fundamentalist and other lobby grou ps that some
rock music be censured because of obscene
lyrics or socially inappropriate behavior by
rock musicians, Zappa convincingly argued
that what was at stake was nothing less than
freedom of speech. 24
But there is still more to being an expert
thinker - musical or otherwise - than having expertise in some domain or being more
knowledgeable and consistent, yet flexible,
in one's beliefs and in challenging the established order. Expert thinkers, and regardless
of the subject area or domain of experience,
seem to possess an ethos (or a set of guiding
beliefs) of their own. That is, in addition to
demonstrating knowledge (including, possibly, expertise) in a given subject area or domain of experience, they share a set of very
general beliefs about the way context-specific
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If ... individuals acquire their beliefs through observation of
practice 'withiria group or community and through association
-withpeople -who epitomize those beliefs and practices, then
music students will need to associate wfth expert musical and
other thinkers.
beliefs and forms of knowledge should be acquired, organized, warranted, and applied to
experience. For example, expert thinkers believe in the value of personal growth, of learning for its own sake, and in the need for expertise and creativity in some domainis). They
also share the convictions that for something
to count as knowledge it should be subjected
to intellectual scrutiny and that it is important
to stand up for what one believes (provided of
course that one's own beliefs have been carefully scrutinized and warranted).
If, as research into the sociologies of belief
and knowledge suggests, individuals acquire
their beliefs through observation of practice
within a group or community and through
association with people who epitomize those
beliefs and practices, then music students
will need to associate with expert musical
and other thinkers. David Elliott is saying
something very similar when he advocates
that music education be reconceived as a social process whereby students are gradually
inducted into the specific beliefs, practices,
standards, and ways of thinking of expert musicians (read performers)." However, as has
already been pointed out, Elliott's conception
of music education has been criticized for its
over-ernphasis on music performance at the
expense of other forms of musical thinking
involved in listening, conducting, criticizing,
composing, philosophizing and so on."
Needed, it seems to me, is a much broader
view of musical thinking (and of musical intelligence), one that gives due recognition to
the manifold ways in which music may be
experienced and practiced and that, moreover, acknowledges that expert musicians are
part of a wider intellectual community.
Given the information presented in this paper, students will clearly need to associate
with music teachers, performers, composers,
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critics, and philosophers etc. who possess
musical and other forms of expertise but
who are also disposed to be creative and to
be leaders to some extent in their respective
fields or sub-disciplines. Moreover, if expert
music thinkers are also members of a wider
intellectual community that has its own general beliefs, practices, and ways of thinking,
and if students are to begin integrating and
reconciling their musical beliefs with those
from other subject areas, they should probably also associate with expert thinkers and
leaders from other domains of experience
(e.g., the visual and literary arts). Bennett
Reimer might be on the right track, then,
when he argues that music educators ought
to work with educators from other artistic
domains.27 Indeed, I would argue that if
music education is ever to secure its place in
the schools, music educators must convince
parents, administrators, and students alike
that they are part of the wider artistic and
intellectual communities.
It is important to note that there may be
developmental stages to this relativistic and
meta psychological understanding of the musical world. Psychologist William G. Perry
has proposed one model of intellectual and
ethical development in undergraduate students, the highest stage of which is remarkably consistent with the conception of expert
thinking proposed in this paper. According
to Perry, undergraduate students progress
through at least four broad and qualitatively
different stages in the ways they perceive the
world and make value judgements.28 The
first stage, entitled dualism, is characterized
by a tendency to make categorical judgements. While acknowledging that different
belief systems, perspectives, and groups exist, students are prone to categorize them as
being either "right-good-we" or "wrong-bad-
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them."29 Not surprisingly, uncertainty is
viewed as an error.
At the next stage of development, multiplicity, students believe that one opinion is
as good as another - that all opinions and
beliefs are equally valid. They may even argue different sides of an issue with equal
conviction. Towards the end of this stage,
however, they begin to form an appreciation
of the complexity of human behavior and to
realize that some arguments, opinions, or beliefs are better supported or more logical
than others. Once they have realized that
"what is 'true,' 'good,' or 'effective' depends
on the context in which it is being considered,"30 students have entered the third stage,
known as relativism. At this stage, they are
more mature in their thinking in so much as
they begin to think more critically and to take
more responsibility for finding and pursuing
their own interests. Of the few undergraduate
students who reach this stage of development,
however, most are in their senior year.
The last stage of intellectual and ethical
development, commitment with relativism, is
seldom attained by undergraduate students.
At this stage, students knowingly commit to
some belief system, group, lifestyle, or career
as means of defining the self or making
sense of the world and of their place in it.
Recognizing that the world is a confusing
and often chaotic place, they begin to organize and prioritize their beliefs, values,
thoughts and behaviors as means of simplifying and clarifying experience. However,
while placing a premium on consistency of
thought and behavior, they remain open to
new ideas and challenges. While consciously
and deliberately committing to some musical
world view, or perspective, the individual remains open to learning and understanding
what other musical and educational belief systems, groups, and individuals have to say.31

Implications for Music Teaching
and Learning
Throughout this manuscript many implications for music teaching at both school and
university levels have been raised. For example, the observation was made that if students are to think for themselves they will
need to think more like musical and educa-
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tionalleaders.
More specifically, and in addition to the obvious needs for breadth and
depth of experience, students will require
encouragement from music teachers and instructors to invent, develop, warrant, defend
and, when necessary, reconstruct their own
beliefs, values, practices, and ideas, preferably in some sort of public forum (e.g., concerts, classroom discussion, educational conferences and the like). If students are to do
this, they will need to know what it means to
think independently. Accordingly, it was
suggested that teachers should discuss with
them what it means to be creative and to be
individuals in musical thought and action.
However, while discussion of the nature of
creativity and individuality is probably helpful, particularly if students are to learn to
think self-consciously about their own rates
of progress towards more mature modes of
thinking, they will also need to associate
with music teachers and other individuals
who are themselves expert musicians and
thinkers (note that the two are not always
synonymous)32 and who can serve as appropriate role models. Moreover, and especially
when the goal is to integrate learning in different subject areas, they should also associate with expert thinkers in other domains.
An important consideration for teachers at
all educational levels is that some students
may not be developmentally ready to assume
greater responsibility for their own thinking
and learning. Indeed, if Perry is right that
the last stage of intellectual and ethical development is seldom attained by undergraduate
students, then one might be tempted to conclude that the development of individuality is
a lost cause for the majority of people (or at
least that it requires many more years of accumulated experience and wisdom than can
be provided for in the educational system).
Such a conclusion, however, would probably
be erroneous for the reason that students are
seldom required in the school and university
to engage in those kinds of activities and
thinking that contribute significantly to the
self-conscious construction of their individuality.33 Too often, teachers, because they are
preoccupied with lower level kinds of activities such as rote learning, the retention and
regurgitation of subject-specific knowledge
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for its own sake (as opposed to teaching students how to use that knowledge for their
own ends), and the development of musical

disposition to take responsibility for one's
own beliefs, thoughts, and actions. In the
final analysis, it is up to students, themselves,

and other skills and abilities, forget to chal-

to determine the extent to which they wish

lenge students to think for themselves. Indeed, it seems safe to say that independent
thinking, when it happens at all in the
school, is an epiphenomenon. Although possibly attributable to some extent to ordinary
classroom or rehearsal room activities, it is
seldom explicitly taught for as a direct and
highly desirable outcome of music instruction. Given this understanding, it is no wonder that students fail to demonstrate evidence
of independent thinking. Perhaps if teachers
at all levels of schooling made the development of individuality (Gardner refers to this as
the intelligence of the self) an educational priority and if they invested more time and energy finding ways to challenge and encourage
students to think more independently this goal
might be reached much earlier.
A caveat is in order here. While it is essential that students discuss and debate important issues and conflicting musical beliefs and
values amongst themselves and with their
teachers and other authority figures (either in
person or through reading, discussing, and
writing about their ideas), the goal is to encourage the free exchange and examination
of ideas. If this is to be accomplished, everyone concerned will have to make a sincere
effort to understand and respect each others'
musical beliefs (although this does not mean
that they need always accept them). Students need to challenge the established order,
but they should be made to realize from the
beginning that respect and tolerance are twoway streets. Instructors are thus more than just
guides or facilitators of students' growth. They
are also mediators of conflicting beliefs and
values and the people concerned.

to develop their individuality and, concomitantly, the degree to which they feel comfortable thinking and acting like leaders. Perhaps all that teachers can do, aside from
challenging students to continue learning and
growing and by raising their consciousness
with respect to personal and societal impediments to independent kinds of thinking, is to
continually remind them that it is possible to
exert some measure of control over their own
thinking and learning, provided they so desire
it and have the intellectual and moral fortitude
to stand up for themselves.
Howard Gardner, in his book Leading
Minds, remarks that while his conception of
leaders as presenting messages is not unique,
what is unusual and possibly unprecedented
is his depiction of leadership as "a cognitive
enterprise occurring and recurring within and between - the minds of leaders and followers."34 This cognitive enterprise takes the
form of a political exchange among individuals and groups with different, and often competing, stories, assertions, beliefs, and ideas
needing to be told. The depiction of musical
leaders presented in this paper is consistent
in many respects with Gardner's cognitive
vision. What I find especially intriguing
about his conception of leadership is that it
suggests (albeit not explicitly) that our concept of musical mind needs to be expanded
to take into account the broader sociological
and cultural contexts. I would even go so far
as to suggest that researchers would profit
from taking a more systemic (i.e., social) approach to music cognition in which individual thinkers are conceived in terms of
their function in, and contribution to, musical
society as a whole. This idea is hardly new.
The young John Dewey conceived of society
as functioning like an organism in which
each individual simultaneously contributes
to, and is influenced by, society as a
whole.35 More recently, cognitive scientists
have begun to return to this conception of human thought, or one similar to it, in which
thinking takes the form of a dynamic, if often

Conclusion
In this manuscript, an attempt was made to
explain that if children are to eventually learn
to think musically for themselves, or to think
intelligently in music, they will need to think
more like expert thinkers or leaders in their
respective domains. The reader will recall
that implicit in expert musical thinking is a
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subtle, and reciprocal interaction between the
culturally endowed mind and the world.36
As a final note, I feel obliged to remark
that, like Gardner, I do not concern myself in
this paper with contemporary critiques of
leadership (e.g., deconstructionist, postmodern, or feminist critiques that question the
legitimacy of the concept of leadership).
There are several reasons for this omission.
To begin, there is the obvious problem of
lack of space in a paper that is already over
long. More to the point, the conception of
the expert musical thinker presented herein
bespeaks a similar concern for matters of cultural gender, and other forms of equity and
diversity as well as personal and musical
emancipation and empowerment.
Recognizing that thinking is political in the sense that
it is colored by the groups with which we
associate, all of which proselytize their own
implicit or explicit agendas, stories, beliefs or
ideas, I developed the concept of the expert
musical thinker as one possible antidote to
the problems of social conformity and indoctrination. Problems of political rhetoric notwithstanding, it seems to me that many feminist and other critical theorists in music are
saying much the same kind of thing.37 What
interests them, and me, is how musical democracy can be fostered and encouraged.
As should already be evident, expert musical
thinkers are not just any leaders but, rather,
ones who are prosocial and dedicated to fostering a sense of community (albeit not at the
expense of losing themselves in the group).
They wish to become integrated into the various musical and other groups with which they
associate while simultaneously differentiating
themselves from them in thought and action.
The point, then, is not so much to attempt to
create musical and educational leaders as it is
to empower students to think musically for
themselves, to exert some level of control over
their own lives, and, thereby, to become active
participants in a democratic musical society.
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Knowing: The Development of Self, VOice,
and Mind (New York: Basic Books, 1986).
32. What I am alluding to here is the fact
that musicians might possess an abundance
of skill acquired through past experience yet
lack the necessary dispositions for continued
growth and learning. As Carl Bereiter and
Marlene Scardamalla explain in Surpassing
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1994), observes that, "Radical feminism is intent on maintaining a tension between the one
and the many, between unity and diversity"
(28). This is entirely consistent with my own
conception of expert musical thinking, as is
Mary Daly's insistence on a "connectedness
that is rooted in Self-creation" (29), Similarly,
and again in keeping with feminist theory, I
define power not in terms of domination but,
rather, as self-determination. As Gloria
Steinem puts it in Revolution from Within
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(Boston, MA: Little, Brown and Co., 1992),
"Instead of outstripping others, the goal is
completing oneself' (188). Some writers
might quibble with my use of the word "expert" on the grounds that it connotes elitist
and sexist tendencies. As used by me, however, it refers to the potentiality for learning.
The point is that one can always learn more
about self and others through mindful engagement in musical experience.
~
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